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It is rumored that certain cults exists that know the secrets of how to become a Black Knight. It is also rumored, that the 

process demands great sacrifices. 

Here is a course of actions that might make a person a Black Knight: 

 

1) The person has to find one of the cults and persuade it to let him become a member. This could become a very 

difficult and hard process, since such cults are usually not the one who say: "Over here! Look over here if you want 

to become a Black Knight!". 

 

2) Then the person has to persuade the cult to turn him into a Black Knight, he may have to use dire threats or large 

sums of money to this end. 

 

3) When this step has succeeded, the person has to show his wish to disconnect himself from his 

previous life by killing one he is especially fond of ; one from his family, a trusted friend or the like. 

 

4) When he has succeeded in this point, the person MUST commit suicide with a specially crafted ceremonial dagger. 

 

5) A priest and/or wizard must then cast the following spells on the still warm body : 

Animate Dead, Regeneration, Limited Wish and Strength. 

 

If these steps are followed, there will be a 25% chance that it will succeed. This chance could be increased by casting 

Wish spells. Each Wish increases the chance of success by 5%, but the chance of success could never exceed 50 %. 

If the process does not become a success, the person stays dead, and may be Resurrected, but will then loose two points 

of Constitution. 

If it is a success, the person is transformed into a Black Knight, and keeps his hit points, level, class, and all ability 

scores, although strength is increased to the minimum for a Black Knight (21), if is not already higher. 

The following things are also changed during the transformation : Alignment ( to Chaotic Evil ) and size ( to Large, 8-

10 feet ). 

Although the person may still be a PC (it is up to the DM), he may be summoned (See The Black Knight in the monster 

section). 

 


